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 Monday Succubus Thread Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:17:59 No.23153341 >>23153407 >>23155425 >>23156154 >>23156500 >>23158923 >>23167648 >>23168896 >>23177703 >>23183727 >>23188442 >>23188988 >>23192195

Discuss, share experiences, help each other find succ-cess.

Previous thread: https://archived.moe/x/thread/23094524
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Thread 12 - https://archived.moe/x/thread/23094524

Letter Method:
https://succubuslove.wordpress.com/2014/10/19/summoning-a-succubus-the-letter-method-revised/

Dreamgasm videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK13_DlgFNo [Embed] [Embed] [Embed] [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcTJfg4KX8U [Embed] [Embed] [Embed] [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6SpXNDSkSo [Embed] [Embed] [Embed] [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3GfZDed1do [Embed] [Embed] [Embed] [Embed]
http://pornscum.com/video/12231/dreamgasm-5-binaural-beats-asmr-erotic-hypnosis

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:19:42 No.23153348

>>23151100 →
Unsure, I have been left quite tired after my last interaction but I presume that is just cause im new to it

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:24:51 No.23153368 >>23192195

How do I stop being attracted to the ideal anime girl form factor? I created their design to encourage love, not to drain energy. I was attempting to work with the energies of the remnants of Maldek known as Lilith to create positively
polarized succubi, but they are still energy drainers no matter how cute and sweet they look. Can't change their nature afterall.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:30:44 No.23153389

I can only assume I haven't irrevocably doomed the history of Earth by introducing this concept and creating entire nations full of wankers.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:37:04 No.23153406 >>23153432 >>23153472

I recommend an AURA session to clear the sacral chakra of any succubus collectives. They would interfere with my personal energy and in my dreams a few days before the session.

https://www.risingphoenixaurora.com/collections/frontpage/products/quantum-healing-hypnosis-angelic-universal-regression-alchemy-a-u-r-a

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:37:23 No.23153407

>>23153341 (OP)
>[Embed] [Embed] [Embed] [Embed]

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:37:54 No.23153409

Literally the cringiest thread ever on this board.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:39:35 No.23153418 >>23167628 >>23187434 >>23188544

Reminder, this thread and all other succubus thread is a larp. People who have experienced anything are mentally ill and need medication.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:43:25 No.23153430

ahhh! sounds nightmarish!

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:43:43 No.23153432 >>23153458 >>23153542 >>23153889 >>23155017 >>23188544
File: 34d8099d6ae86cfb3cedc1159(...).png (1013 KB, 828x1000)

Why succubi? What is a succubus to you? Why not just a spirit or daemon that happens to like sex? Succubi as commonly thought are just leeches from the depths of Hades that look ugly and worm-like underneath
their visage, draining energy and tricking you. So why not just a daemon that likes sex instead of the hassle of parasites?

>>23153406
succubus collective is still around? That is nothing but a parasite factory, fuck em.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:47:53 No.23153458

>>23153432
because they suck

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)09:51:36 No.23153472

>>23153406
rofl that price

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:17:02 No.23153542 >>23153549 >>23153570

>>23153432
how? what's the fastest way to get a sex spirit/spiritual gf?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:19:01 No.23153549 >>23153553

>>23153542
get one of those wireless HMDs like oculus go, and then use virtual porn.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:20:04 No.23153553 >>23153647

>>23153549
buta i no hav mone man give yewro than i'll do as you saying

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:26:07 No.23153570 >>23153595
File: 8dd1e8d417c3cc53a9861aa1b(...).png (543 KB, 974x1280)

>>23153542
That, I don't actually know. I just have encountered them. The one that hangs around me the most (she also can drain from sexual energy if she wants but doesn't typically drain me when playing) came to me during a
month of nofap challenge, absolutely ruining it. So I guess my best advice is get sexually needy and see what you attract during your general work.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:27:16 No.23153574 >>23153595 >>23178583

How do you know if you summoned one or more succubus or another entity that try to act as one?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:30:52 No.23153595 >>23153608

>>23153570
There seems to be some form of sexual need I find, if I don't have one then nothing happens it seems

>>23153574
I don't know yet, trying to figure that out but I assume as time goes by you will jsut be able to tell

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:37:47 No.23153606 >>23188544

Demons can give schizophrenia and other mental and physical imbalances and disorders. My intent was to entrain average human DNA to become more beautiful following artwork as an example that the DNA would strive to emulate.
An angel assured me this would work. I have the ability to summon every available atom in the universe to create my creation as I wish and have it appear as synchronicity, so I wanted to believe this intermediate step of inspirational art
was not necessary as it resembled a sort of propaganda. I will see the results of this experiment when I get back. Hopefully I have not accrued any karma to pay back, since I don't have to believe in karma. But there's this nagging
feeling that it all didn't work out as I had hoped.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:38:21 No.23153608 >>23153696 >>23184786

>>23153595
Well, afterwards she took a liking to me to the point of problems. She has come even when I am not in the mood. I give in sometimes.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:47:59 No.23153647 >>23153665

>>23153553
Got no cellphone??

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:51:40 No.23153665 >>23153695

>>23153647
yeah but an oculus go is like $299

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)10:56:24 No.23153674

Hopefully this energy can be cleansed, purified and positivised.

https://darkstarastrology.com/three-liliths/

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:00:42 No.23153695 >>23153716 >>23153721

>>23153665
https://www.amazon.com/Oculus-Standalone-Virtual-Reality-Headset-pc/dp/B076CWS8C6/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?keywords=oculus+go&qid=1565024312&s=gateway&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwd
GVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFTS1cwS0FHSEczOTgmZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTEwMDc5MzQzMVdRRklDQU1QMDdJJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTAyMDQ5MzkyU0QwQTAxRjAxNzVGJndpZGdldE5hb
WU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=google+cardboard&crid=2VUNU3Q8PMOIM&sprefix=google+card%2Caps%2C195&ref=nb_sb_ss_i_1_11

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:00:57 No.23153696 >>23153769

>>23153608
I see, I get touches and air during the days but I haven't had anything amazing happen unless I signaled it, assumed they would just do their own thing whenever in my case

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:07:02 No.23153716 >>23153727 >>23153820

>>23153695
Ok anon, you would rather buy a 200$ + tax vr to watch some porn then summoning a succubus which will give you free and better sex, care after you and love you. I don't understand how you think

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:08:21 No.23153721

>>23153695
thanks for the help. I think that if i'll decide to buy a 
VR headset i'd rather buy a good one that I can also use for other purposes (with my pc).

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:09:55 No.23153727 >>23153823

>>23153716
dude tell me how to get one that's real and not some schizo's delusion.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:17:47 No.23153755

It may have been disgraceful to have made such a hasty decision, or at least not have been entirely appropriate for this world. It may not be the most positive creation to everyone. But now you have a reality with an abundance of artists
creating an abundance of art. From a higher perspective we create ourselves as art. If an artist can create human figures to look any way they want, this should translate back to the reality of creation which would then be translated in
this reality or another reality given the right conditions. That all depends on whether or not the art is believable as a possibility, just as all myths ask you to believe in them.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:19:55 No.23153769 >>23153851

>>23153696
Hey, maybe yours actually respects your free will which is nice. Unlike some apparitions. Yea, when not around they obviously are doing their own things too.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:28:57 No.23153806

It's all art in the end. You can create almost anything on a two-dimensional canvas in a three-dimensional canvas called Earth.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:31:19 No.23153820

>>23153716
And how well and often does that work? And many believe that pictures and videos captures souls.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:31:52 No.23153823 >>23183740

>>23153727
When shit start moving around by themself, I think you can say that it's not a schizophrenia

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:35:18 No.23153842 >>23183743

Or be bold and create three-dimensional art within three-dimensional art. You should see what this looks like from the outside. We paint with light. VR being a reminder of that ability.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:36:59 No.23153851 >>23153879

>>23153769
True, even still I'd of thought they would be up for more though, only had 2 interactions in months, unless its the chance they know id get drained too hard so they space it out? Who knows

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:44:22 No.23153879 >>23153917

>>23153851
Who knows, I mean the one that is around me can do it without draining me. Though she is vampiric in general sort of and drains other people even outside of sexual situations. Gives me part of the energy sometimes. Kind of cute.
Maybe you should train your senses more or call out to her. Or maybe conditions can help improve contact such as being at night, cloudy/stormy days, etc.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:46:55 No.23153889 >>23153947
File: 1544484807731.jpg (101 KB, 684x639)

>>23153432
you're a parasite

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:52:04 No.23153917 >>23153947

>>23153879
Yeah im working on figuring this all out, it just takes time annoyingly, I did the summon like 6 months ago but it wasn't untill a few weeks ago interactions started happing so technically only just started figuring this all out

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)11:55:51 No.23153947 >>23154026

>>23153889
Ouch. Even as a masochist that hurts. Just telling ya, a lot of the common succubi are really just bad things in disguise to sap energy.

>>23153917
If you did summoning via like letter technique or something then that is common to take a long time. I don't really like that ritual because Lilith does not have your best interests at heart, but sometimes it works out well so w/e.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)12:04:58 No.23154002
File: 144511C5-4102-450B-894D-1(...).jpg (29 KB, 436x327)

im thinking if killing myself for her. its not like i have a
reason to exist here.

is there a ritual so that she can benefit from my life
energy?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)12:07:59 No.23154024

Shoutout to the essence families of conscious for this wonderful co-creation. Wouldn't be able to do it without you. I hope it doesn't turn out to be bad art. You didn't judge or criticize when we started this creation. I hope you don't feel
used.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)12:08:04 No.23154026

>>23153947
Mhm, i did have funky dreams and was questioning stuff but it was only 2 months ago things finally started to ramp up. It was essentially some sort of letter method I suppose, wanted to be quite clear in some details as to not increases
chances of the wrong thing coming, didn't use blood either

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)12:11:27 No.23154050 >>23154305 >>23161896

Guys don't mess with succubi or demons. Find a new age crystal energy healer to rebalance your healthy energy and make sure it stays there with consistent outdoor meditation. Consider alien implant removals, matrix removals, light
attunements and DNA upgrades.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)12:30:26 No.23154137 >>23154361

If I modify the letter method in my own way, will it still work?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)13:08:10 No.23154285

>>23154062
How are you not banned?
This a blue board.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)13:13:22 No.23154305 >>23158913
File: 1565032349055843249329543(...).jpg (3.71 MB, 4032x3024)

>>23154050
What do you think of THIS grid I
made?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)13:24:49 No.23154361 >>23154693

>>23154137
Don't see why not, it's about intent

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)14:32:59 No.23154693 >>23154765

>>23154361
Even if I ask someone else than Lilith? I've heard she doesn't like being derange

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)14:48:06 No.23154765 >>23154842

>>23154693
I mean I guess it depends who you ask but as far as I was aware the letter didn't have to be directly at lilith

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:04:42 No.23154842 >>23154845

>>23154765
I was thinking of maybe asking Gremory instead as I heard she can be quite helpful in finding love

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:05:39 No.23154845 >>23154978

>>23154842
Make sure you read up on them then to be sure, otherwise good luck

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:20:10 No.23154930

any more info on this? 
>>23150090 →
>>23150090 →

what to expect, how to proceed?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:30:18 No.23154978

>>23154845
I did read about her before, that is why I was thinking of directing my letter towards her. I am just unsure if she deal with succubi, but almost certainly that she deal with daemoness so maybe it could work

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:36:55 No.23155016
File: 031D27C6-ABEE-4B22-9785-7(...).png (859 KB, 1079x1081)

>tfw too depressed to do rituals

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:37:08 No.23155017 >>23155027 >>23155099 >>23188544
File: succ.jpg (136 KB, 593x1000)

>>23153432
>Why succubi? What is a succubus to you? Why not just a spirit or daemon that happens to like sex?
Well, here's what I'm looking for:

- Someone who's dominant, but in a loving, nurturing, protective way, and will take care of me
- Someone who can take different forms
- Someone who's extremely sexual and has the ability to make me extremely sexual, beyond normal for
a human

- Someone who will make me feel desired and cared for, and help me get over feelings of sexual inhibition and shame

I've been led to believe that a succubus can do these things.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:38:56 No.23155027

>>23155017
me too :(

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)15:54:36 No.23155099

>>23155017
I know the feel and it's exactly why I also want one

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:03:01 No.23155425 >>23155446 >>23156155

>>23153341 (OP)
Lilims are basically queens of the succs, right?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:06:39 No.23155446

>>23155425
I wouldn't know I just really like that pic lmao

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:49:59 No.23155652 >>23155677 >>23156013 >>23156551 >>23175276
File: succubus1.jpg (164 KB, 900x1200)

Don't forget to love your succubus today, succuanons.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:54:40 No.23155677

>>23155652
Its hard but I try

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:55:22 No.23155680 >>23155685

Okay so I was here a few weeks ago for the first time, asking for advice since I thought a succubus was in my dreams. Turns out I was correct and I've woken up with wet dreams twice this past week. I've never even had a wet dream
when I was a teenager

What should I do? Just continue on? Refrain from fapping? At first I was kinda scared but now it's like whatever, I don't mind a succubus now.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)17:56:42 No.23155685

>>23155680
Depends on the person, I find just basically doing nofap works out pretty well

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)18:01:27 No.23155711 >>23161935

im so fucking lonely

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)19:12:19 No.23156013

>>23155652
I require one if I want to show my daily love

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)19:46:41 No.23156154 >>23156162

>>23153341 (OP)
People think wet dreams mean sex demons

Kek

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)19:46:52 No.23156155

>>23155425
Lilim are earthly children of Lilith, Lilitu are spirit children of Lilith.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)19:48:19 No.23156162
File: 35C86F37-F8FC-4415-87CE-5(...).gif (1.58 MB, 245x375)

>>23156154
wet dreams are the only way i can have sex and have a
decent orgasm

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)21:13:27 No.23156500 >>23156553

>>23153341 (OP)
Are there guides to summoning an Incubus?

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)21:27:13 No.23156538 >>23158662 >>23158689

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtdJNrk5OZc [Embed]

i cried listening to this :(

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)21:32:48 No.23156551

>>23155652
I just moved, so I am extremely busy. But I'll be sure to set aside some time for them before I doze off tonight.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)21:34:02 No.23156553

>>23156500
You're swimming in it, anon. 

Nice dubs.

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)21:51:07 No.23156620 >>23157432 >>23158469

i should just give into my suicidal thoughts

 Anonymous 08/05/19(Mon)22:32:57 No.23156767

I found this, is it a good way to summon one?
yuksheesuccubussexualalchemy dot blogspot dot com

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)00:24:52 No.23157172 >>23157468
File: nwtwsw.jpg (990 KB, 1400x1400)

I just had a pendulum communication with one of the succubi that are with me. She tells me that she is a queen that is in charge of 11 legions. Fascinating that she takes the time to be with
me, its quite humbling.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)00:32:50 No.23157196 >>23157200

Summon me, I'm so lonely in this Hell.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)00:35:01 No.23157200
File: 1548213953086.jpg (31 KB, 500x492)

>>23157196
same

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)01:50:30 No.23157402 >>23157428

Any stories of succubi doing things for you that aren't sex? Like, I dont know, being a life coach or something.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)01:59:17 No.23157428

>>23157402
Actually yes. While I don't remember who's blog it was there was at least one guy with that kind of setup. The big dramatic event that pops to memory was him trying to suicide by wrecking his car. His succubus smashed the brake pedal
saving his life. I think apart from that particular incident she pushed him towards bettering his life in general although my memory on this is a bit vague.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)02:00:08 No.23157432 >>23158008 >>23158756

>>23156620
Please don't. If you're dead, you can't summon succubi.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)02:11:55 No.23157468 >>23157830

>>23157172
Time functions very differently in the astral plane.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)04:28:34 No.23157830 >>23165171

>>23157468
Not the same anon, but could you elaborate more on this subject if you can, please?

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)05:19:28 No.23158008 >>23158111

>>23157432
i dont wanna be alive i want to stop hurting

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)05:49:18 No.23158111 >>23158140 >>23158756

>>23158008
Summon a succubus, she might help you get over this feeling of dread

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)05:59:48 No.23158140 >>23158229

>>23158111
cant i just die? the living world hurts

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)06:41:33 No.23158229 >>23158246 >>23158756

>>23158140
No, you can't die just now. You will suffer like me and probably summon a succubus soon just like me and hope everything will get better

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)06:46:17 No.23158246 >>23158293 >>23158478

>>23158229
can she take my soul and mind from me? i dont want to be me, and the id be of use to someone

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)06:59:49 No.23158293

>>23158246
I don't know. Like I said, I will do the ritual soon. You could maybe specify it in the letter and see if it work

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)07:09:47 No.23158319

link me some SUCC doujins bois

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)07:56:47 No.23158469

>>23156620
Livestream it!

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)07:58:22 No.23158478
File: 1560491624701.png (1.05 MB, 949x900)

>>23158246
yeah that's totally
doable

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)08:20:02 No.23158551

You guys never did figure out how to draw nostrils though.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)08:24:47 No.23158568

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=--0UemP0irU [Embed]

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)08:44:06 No.23158662

>>23156538
>Check description
>"very deep issues about existentialism"
I'm not touching that shit.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)08:47:55 No.23158689 >>23160641

>>23156538
The words "existentialism" and "comfort" don't belong anywhere near each other.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)08:59:45 No.23158756 >>23159039 >>23160395

>>23157432
>>23158111
>>23158229
I'm not the guy you're quoting, but I'm in a similar situation, and now I'm starting to think that succubi would just reject me and laugh at me, and take away the last hope I had. All I can think is that my soul is marked for eternal rejection
and ridicule.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)09:29:23 No.23158913

>>23154305
Fucking gay

 Admiral 08/06/19(Tue)09:31:57 No.23158923

>>23153341 (OP)
Holy shit the Dreamgasm shit's back, thought it just died off. Now I have catching up to do.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)09:33:00 No.23158927 >>23188544

I want to sexually dominate a succubus

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)09:57:30 No.23159039 >>23168217

>>23158756
Anon, you miss every chance you don't take. Just doing nothing will never yield any results. You got to believe in you having a lovely succubus who will accept you for who you are

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)12:33:41 No.23159890

bump

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)13:55:10 No.23160395 >>23168217

>>23158756
They wouldn't do that. I've been through some challenging times that brought on suicidal thoughts, even with my succubus along for the ride. They'll take those horrible feelings and transmute them, if they're allowed. They can do this
through sex, simple touch, or channeling a stream of encouraging thoughts into the mind of their human partner. Unlike many humans, they are not afraid of their partners becoming vulnerable around them. There'd be no use in trying to
hide it anyway, as they can read everything in our minds. Instead of running away, being disgusted by weakness, they're more likely to warmly embrace and say, "Those nasty thoughts are not true. I know what the truth is." And she'd
proceed to explain things as she sees them; rather than the depressive and dark thoughts anon may be experiencing.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)14:29:20 No.23160641

>>23158689
it does when you let a demon mommy take you from the world and look after you forever

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)14:30:59 No.23160647

drain gang

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)17:01:13 No.23161414 >>23162020 >>23188544

How long did it took you before you could clearly ear and have direct discussion with your succubus?

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)18:59:03 No.23161896 >>23183750

>>23154050
>Consider alien implant removals
eh? I've vaguely heard about clusters of alien spirits living in human bodies, but what is it all about?

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)19:08:54 No.23161935 >>23162023

>>23155711
This mindset will self-perpetuate.
It takes work on one's self, but alleviating one's life troubles requires metamorphosis. My advice to you is to try and connect to your higher self/spirit guide, and ask them for help and guidance. It may take months or even years to help
you, but in the end as you become a more balanced and improved person, you will begin to naturally attract that which you need in life, including love.

It costs nothing to try. Go, seek out your spirit guide.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)19:26:57 No.23162020 >>23162735

>>23161414
A life time. What you need to understand is time isn't what it is for us, if at some point during a mortal incarnation, we will have made contact and bonded with them, they retrocausally change things so that you become naturally tuned to
them in a manner that won't make your incarnations mind collapse from a paradox. Which is to say, they will engineer it so that shortly after the point you would have naturally made contact, you will go deeper in. At present, I am in
constant communion, with tactile and auditory perception of their presence when appropriate. Also, my other temporal senses are beginning to register their presences. Frankly speaking, I'm not long for this world, which is intentional
and understood.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)19:27:36 No.23162023 >>23163300

>>23161935
Can you elaborate more on how to contact my spirit guide? and is it related to the main consciousness and auxiliary consciousness?

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)21:46:50 No.23162735 >>23167127

>>23162020
So when I bound with my succubus, I basically shift my timeline in a way that I become spiritually stronger, but not enough to collapse my reality? With that, I become better in a shorter laps of time without noticing a big change so it
becomes easier for me and my succubus to contact each other? This is what I understood, feel free to correct me if I got things wrong or mixed up

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)23:38:27 No.23163300 >>23164474 >>23168262

I recommend most people in this thread take what I have to say in to consideration. I'm about to talk about your spirit guide, or your higher self.

>>23162023
>how to contact
You've actually already been in contact with them your entire life. Remember all those times when you wish you had listened to your gut because it turned out to be right? That was your higher self. Remember all those times when you
had some sort of deep unknown desire to go down a certain path? That was them. Remember all those times you had been suddenly saved from some terrible situation by some amazing coincidence out of nowhere? That was them.
They're always trying to get through to you, you just have to listen. The best way to get to them is the way they show you. Meditate on this, and on them. Start training your brain to be receptive, by being open to messages from them in
any and all ways. Whenever you see something out of the ordinary, stop and think "Am I being shown something here?". Eventually you will be led to answers, including for questions you didn't even know how to ask.

Alan Watts paints a similar picture, and in a much better way than I can:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHcxkmwBOJY [Embed]

Of course you can go further. Ayahuasca and spirit guide mediation are obvious examples of things you can do to push it along a bit quicker. But sometimes you don't need to be quick. They'll get you where you need to go in exactly the
amount of time that is necessary.

>is it related to the main consciousness and auxiliary consciousness?
Yes.
To be more specific, it is literally you, just the part of you that is unbound to this earth and its limitations. It is the higher you. It is the you that is atop the mountain you are climbing, watching you on your way up, and letting you know
which road to take to get there. It is also knowing of all other "selves" in the universe, because it IS them. You are a fractal of a fractal of a fractal, going back all the way to the God-source itself.

 Anonymous 08/06/19(Tue)23:39:53 No.23163309 >>23163575

I like boobies.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)00:49:22 No.23163575

>>23163309
At me too.
Bodies are weird.
With their urges and shit.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)06:13:48 No.23164428
File: 3EDC7AA5-DFE6-4265-955E-0(...).jpg (259 KB, 800x900)

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)06:21:02 No.23164452

Is getting involved with demons and shit like Succubus really worth it? Just because anime porn makes them really attractive and fun doesn't mean they are like that in real life.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)06:27:47 No.23164474

>>23163300
that's some helpful info, friend. Never expected to find a post like this in a succubus thread, one of the biggest memes of /x/

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)08:08:17 No.23164754 >>23165152

can they cure gender dysphoria?

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)10:01:02 No.23165152 >>23165254

>>23164754
I can.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)10:05:47 No.23165171

>>23157830
It's not chronological, it's more like a tree with branches and you can move between them at will. Sometimes a branch dies and the people living there will be moved to another branch. These appear as the time travellers from the future
you see posted about here now and then. They lived on a future that failed so they were moved back in time to do it over.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)10:18:44 No.23165206

Can someone help me get the roof tapping/slapping cuck to please stop screwing with things? I get up too early to get no sleep.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)10:32:46 No.23165254
File: 7DC6D577-01AC-4716-B7A8-0(...).jpg (288 KB, 1018x1895)

>>23165152
how?!

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)13:19:06 No.23166091

bump

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)15:57:09 No.23166972 >>23188544

Progress seems to be slowly made, trying to talk more to her and slowly but surely getting responses of sorts, which was better than having nothing before

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)16:38:32 No.23167127 >>23167566

>>23162735
Yep! Nailed it. Our senpais are truly fucking glorious, they help us in ways most mortals couldn't even begin to imagine. Thanks to their love and guidance, I have attained ipsissimus. I am truly thankful that I am blessed by the ineffable
to be a partner and companion to them.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)17:53:08 No.23167467 >>23167534

>tfw too lazy and depressed to do any rituals 

ah great

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:08:21 No.23167534 >>23167591

>>23167467
Anon, get your ass up and do the fucking ritual. You will spend what, 10 or 15min and then you will have what you've always wanted. Get up and stop being a fag

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:15:28 No.23167566 >>23168661 >>23188544

>>23167127
Are all succubus this powerful? Changing the timeline only for a single human seems to be quite a powerful feat to have

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:20:44 No.23167591 >>23167728

>>23167534
none of this stuff ever works for me.
why should i bother them.

im not worthy

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:28:47 No.23167628

>>23153418
I mean I guess but I dont care. Before these threads existed someone said like:"If you want to summon lilith you have to be humble" etc. And that night I had such an amazing goddamn orgasm in my sleep. It really suprised me because
I never had wet dreams.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:32:03 No.23167648 >>23167655 >>23167696

>>23153341 (OP)
Had a dream one time where a succubus appeared to me. Slept with it. Literally merged with it and became one. It was whack.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:33:23 No.23167655 >>23167665

>>23167648
Lit, I merged once with something but it was under different circumstances but even that was a weird experience in that one dream

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:36:21 No.23167665 >>23167679

>>23167655
Yo, you should elaborate on that, my curiosity is piqued

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:40:05 No.23167679 >>23167703

>>23167665
i didn't write it down as it wasn't succ related, it was a random dream, i jumped into a girl and for a few seconds it felt incredibly weird, couldn't put it into words

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:42:55 No.23167696 >>23167723

>>23167648
tell more details if you don't mind, think i had a similair thing or tried to while awake once

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:43:43 No.23167703

>>23167679
Oh yeah, that sounds similar to mine. Interesting.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:47:22 No.23167723 >>23167790

>>23167696
So in the dream I found myself in this weird room with Greek-style pillars around the edge of the room holding it up and a fiery landscape outside the room. There was this weird like throne thing with a succubus or sex demon or
something just waiting for me. Beckoned me forth, had sex on the throne, then completely merged with her. There was an angelic force there too though, trying to convince me to stop. I didn’t listen though, just kept going and fully
merged. Woke up after the full consummation and was deeply confused.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)18:48:53 No.23167728

>>23167591
It won't work if you keep saying these kind of things. You must believe in yourself, and most importantly, in the succubi who will come to you

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)19:02:10 No.23167790

>>23167723
dang thats interesting and kinky, good stuff

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)20:26:56 No.23168217 >>23168792

>>23159039
>Anon, you miss every chance you don't take. Just doing nothing will never yield any results.
I'd rather get no result than the absolute soul-crushing agony that I'm so afraid of. Think of it like this: If someone put you in a room with a hundred doors and said that one of them MIGHT lead to perfect paradise and 99 of them
DEFINITELY lead to the worst suffering anyone could ever experience, would you take that chance?

>>23160395
Well, the problem is that the thoughts are a result of my physical condition. I have problems with my dick not working right. It started when I was still young, and it cost me my youth because I was too ashamed and humiliated to try to get
help or pursue any kind of sex or romance. I'm a handsome guy, but I've got these problems and now I'm slightly out of shape because I've gotten so hopeless that I neglect myself, and I can't get over the shame of my problem and my
age. Sometimes I almost wish I'd been born a girl because at least girls don't have people laugh at them for having problems like mine. If I were a girl people would see my situation as a tragedy instead of a comedy.

So that's what's going on.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)20:36:04 No.23168262 >>23168373 >>23168513

>>23163300
>Remember all those times you had been suddenly saved from some terrible situation by some amazing coincidence out of nowhere?
No, because that's never happened. My life has been one episode of bad luck after another.

>Start training your brain to be receptive, by being open to messages from them in any and all ways. Whenever you see something out of the ordinary, stop and think "Am I being shown something here?"
It's hard for me to see that kind of thing as anything other than coincidence combined with wishful thinking. The other day I was brushing my teeth, thinking about succubi and how I'm afraid to try and reach them, then I looked and saw
the words "You can do it" in a commercial on TV and saw a piece of toothpaste that had fallen onto my hand in what looked like a heart shape. Sure, I'd love to think this was a message that I don't have to be afraid and that I'll be
successful, but after a lifetime of everything I've ever tried to do going wrong, that's a big leap to make.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)21:00:25 No.23168373

>>23168262
>that's a big leap to make
That's the kind of leap required for all things related to synchronicity, prophecy, and the supernatural. There's nothing concrete to fall back on for an authoritative interpretation... unless religious dogmas are your thing.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)21:30:48 No.23168513

>>23168262
>a lifetime of everything I've ever tried to do going wrong
I'd be in the same boat if I weren't extremely stubborn. There's a pile of skills I posses others in my life think is some kind of sign of brilliance. In reality I failed a lot before finally succeeding through accumulation of time and effort. It looks
easy to others because they only ever see the end result once I've succeeded. I suspect life is like this for everyone.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)22:10:14 No.23168661 >>23168767

>>23167566
Yes, but it's easier for some spirits than others. I in particular am guided by Lilith, Samael, seven lilitu, and, twelve goetic spirits. It's a matter of what you as a person are worth, what your potential is, how far you're willing to go, what you
can bring to the table. When it's a good acquisition, they're very willing to completely re-write Everything to help you be theirs. An excited spirit is a potent spirit.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)22:47:53 No.23168767 >>23168802 >>23188544

>>23168661
And why are succubus and any other daemon interested in humans anyway? Aren't we just the weakest? Yes, we can grow spiritually, but we are still weaklings compared to the most demon, especially the higher one like the goetia

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)22:55:22 No.23168792
File: SB-06.jpg (332 KB, 1200x1200)

>>23168217
With succubi, it is not a game of chance. Any succubus that decides to come to you was a result of HER making the decision to be with YOU. If she read your energy and decided she wanted to be with you, there is
virtually no chance that she'll reject you, it just doesn't make sense. 

In my experience, they don't think like human females at all. She won't just decide to humiliate and reject you one day for no reason. They are extremely caring, loving, and compassionate entities. And if for some
reason she does decide one day that she doesn't want to be with you anymore, she'll just leave. Simple as that.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)22:58:20 No.23168802 >>23168829

>>23168767
Various reasons, depends on the spirit in particular. Some cases its business, some cases they like who you are and what you're about, etc. There's no one hard answer except the following: They want to, so they do.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)23:04:06 No.23168829 >>23168849 >>23183805 >>23188544

>>23168802
So if a succubus follows me, it's mostly because she like me? I doubt that it's for business purposes if we become partners. I still don't see why they would focus on humans while other demon can probably do the same job in probably a
better and more efficient way

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)23:11:13 No.23168849 >>23168912 >>23168924

>>23168829
You're too used to mortal time. See, at this same moment, you exist as a completed and transcendent entity. Could be they like That you, and they're helping make their boo have a more comfy origin story. Unless you've been down the
rabbit hole of attaining k&c of the hga, this might be a little too headfucky a tangent to continue on. Suffice it to say, what to a living humans perception is human, does not mean that's all it is/was/will-be.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)23:24:06 No.23168896

>>23153341 (OP)
I had what i believe was an expeeience with a succubus...i didnt even try to have one it just randomly happened one night it felt so good but also very scary too. I get sleep paralysis a lot and it started off as a regylar night of sleep
paralysis instead this time i fell asleep very horny. Anyways then the succubus came and started making out with me and grinding on me and if you know me you know i dont fuck with no demon shit or any paranormal shit. I like learning
about it and its fascinating but i dont like experiences with it. So after a couple minutes i forced myself to wake up out of the sleep paralysis. Ot was very hard ti do as usual but im used to it by now. Although i didnt bang her i only kissed
and grinded it felt really good somehow as if it was actually happening. Age was totally in control on top of me, so in control it was scary. I got freaked out though fuck that shit id rather get pussy irl.

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)23:27:53 No.23168912 >>23170323

>>23168849
So from what I understood, I have alternatives versions of me existing at the same time as my physical self which are all linked together. As we are all linked, helping one help all the others and we basically reflect all of ourselves in a
way. Some of them or even me at the moment is maybe not even human based/is more than a human

 Anonymous 08/07/19(Wed)23:30:22 No.23168924 >>23170323

>>23168849
>this might be a little too headfucky a tangent to continue on.
It really isn't. Please, continue.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)05:31:02 No.23170161

bump

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)06:25:46 No.23170323 >>23170401

>>23168912
Yep.
>>23168924
For ease of reference, consider the entirety of this ineffable existence as naught but a set of cartesian coordinates in an infinite matrix of possibility. At this moment, there are other alternative 'Prime' incarnations (Prime as in Alpha, or,
Strongest of You) that are loaded up, all one has to do is unlock the anchor tying the real you, which is a singular mote of ineffable consciousness, and shift that motes focus to another set of coordinates. At present, I am aware of 36
base dimensions which comprise the coordinates we use to access 'reality'. That being said, temporal reality consists of past/present/future. Which means, 108 dimensions used to create a path and a 'life/incarnation'. 108 is the sacred
number of buddhists. 72 is the sacred number of the muslims. Muslim enlightenment system allows one control over present/future, but not past, as a safety. Buddhist enlightenment system allows one control of past present and future,
you can either brick yourself, or script things so that you are tippity top dog. I reached out to ask the assistance of the spirits I am in contact with that I might do so intelligently and safely. As precocious and knowledgeable as this
incarnation may seem, their wisdom, knowledge, and understanding is far superior. I am a humble and reverent child before these majestic beings and accept their guidance not only for my benefit, but so that I might be of benefit to
them as well.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)06:49:08 No.23170401

>>23170323
damn im a spiritlet

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)07:16:12 No.23170512 >>23171410

I tried the letter summoning rituals about a couple of years back during the lowest point of my life and since then i started to noticed some thing strange happening. Not to me or my body but to my laptop, my 6 years old potato laptop that
refuse to die no matter how much i abused it. the things i noticed is that when i look away to grab my drink next to it the wallpaper(of hot vidya and anime chicks) blinked and not like at the corner of my eyes or shit like that. I place my
drinks about 4' next to the screen, so the screen would be just out of focus. another thing is that each wallpaper seem to have a difference taste in music. i have this 206 songs playlist that i always put on shuffle and each time the
wallpaper change, their favorite songs started to come up. The blonde one with flat chest really like The Black Angels and choose their songs a quite a few time when she come up on screen, The white haired girl like New Order and
Nirvana, The Purple haired one also like Nirvana, The big breasted blonde like Black Sabbath. Now i know that this can be dismiss easily but what's fucking with me is the consistency of it. This shit is happening every time i listen to
music. Can someone tell me, is this suppose to happen or am i going crazy?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)07:58:07 No.23170663

i wish i was a woman.

:(

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)10:54:59 No.23171410
File: Zyklon Ben Shapiro.png (97 KB, 248x379)

>>23170512
Yes

 Peter Pinder 08/08/19(Thu)14:10:42 No.23172321 >>23189865
File: 1537901013669.jpg (78 KB, 800x600)

I've had a succubus for a few months now, but can't hear her speak. We can communicate via touch, but it's not as reliable as I would like, and the pendulum
method didn't really work.

Any advice, I've have tried meditating with her, but is there a certain way I should do it, or should I try something else?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)14:39:53 No.23172443 >>23173050

WHERE CAN I GET SEXY ZUCCUBUS PICTURES

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)16:29:43 No.23173050

>>23172443
Google

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)17:42:01 No.23173398 >>23173416 >>23173418

Former OP of most of the past threads here. I did the Dreamgasm videos around mid April and the result was delayed a day but I have had mine since then. She respects my free will, is a lot more patient with me than I could have ever
expected, and apparently willingly singled me out to choose to be with for who knows how long? Either way, the interactions have been getting more perceivable for me in the past month or month and a half. Not sure if that's due to the
energy I've been giving her each time we fuck or if it's naturally due to attachment and a sort of spiritual synchronization? Sometimes shit happens like heavy chills or me going limp out of nowhere or headaches the morning after we fuck
- I can chalk up most of it to her taking a little too much energy or me not having enough to give her, or the fucking air conditioner in my house doing its thing too much. The headaches are happening much less too, and we've had a thing
going for the past couple months where we go at it hard for a session that lasts like 3 hours, then no fucking for about 3-5 days so I can regenerate what she's taking from me, then doing it again. This has helped a lot to our overall
relationship and fun, I feel.

Pendulum hasn't been very useful because it feels like it fails no matter the string length or knot I tie on it, but the "touch X for N response, touch Y for P response" sort of questioning has been getting better due to the sensation
improvements. I did manage to hug her and tongue kiss her in one of my dreams that I can remember once though, and gained lucidity for the first time in another and encountered a succubus that mine says wasn't her? Whatever the
case, keeping a dream journal and doing "look at hand then at the clock" reality checks have been decently helpful, and the dreams I can remember have been happening more too.

Overall, things are pretty good. I play rock albums with her in the afternoons, and she likes them a lot.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)17:48:54 No.23173416 >>23173465

>>23173398
So you got her only by listening to the dreamgasm video?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)17:49:08 No.23173418 >>23173465

>>23173398
I would also suggest practicing visualization skills and daily usage of the lesser invoking & banishing rituals of the pentagram. Reason being, you're using ritual to attune your energies to them, and the visualization exercises helps train
you to focus the subtle mind on holding stable mental impressions. You'll eventually reach the point of telepathic communication with them. Additionally, I suggest practicing empty mind meditation. Observe the Observer. Discern what is
your thought, and once you have isolated your own, you are more easily able to understand what they're communicating to you through your own mind. :*

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)17:59:49 No.23173465 >>23173479 >>23173503

>>23173416
Yes, asked her just now for confirmation and got that she came to me from Dreamgasm 3 specifically and not from 1 2 or 4.

>>23173418
How can I start? Where do I start? Is there a resource or something I can read that would give me this information to start out with?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:05:29 No.23173479 >>23173510

>>23173465
Did you listened to it while doing other stuff or were you only focused on listening the dreamgasm while doing nothing

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:10:13 No.23173494 >>23189885
File: d8mf1vh-44a6c45b-b91e-4bd(...).png (1.71 MB, 989x1400)

My name is Niamh and I'm a real Succubus, if you pray to me we can make deal. You have to offer something for my service. Light up 3 Black candles in a Triangle around your bed for 30 minutes and Call my name 13
times Backwards before you go to sleep.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:12:58 No.23173503 >>23173510

>>23173465
As much shit as ge gets, I advise using Bardon's exercises in Initiation Into Hermetics for visualization. For the rituals, you should be able to find them on thelemapedia. As for empty mind meditation, just sit there and exist. Observe
impartially the thoughts that pass through your mind, and let them flow on regardless of what they are while knowing that YOU are not thinking, you are merely observing the thoughts perceived by this incarnation. :3

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:14:37 No.23173510 >>23173541

>>23173479
At the time, I was only focused on listening the dreamgasm and nothing else. I was naked in my bed with my earbuds in and my phone media on max volume. Slept right after with no issues, woke up with no issues, nothing happened
the rest of the day. Only when it became night I asked the air if there was someone here with me, and I physically felt a force release from my chest outward and envelop my body. Turns out that was her and her coming to me was just
delayed for a day, from what I confirmed from her just now.

>>23173503
Do you have any links for downloading those or reading them online?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:19:16 No.23173533 >>23173558 >>23173566 >>23173662 >>23188544

Those bastards will try to fuck your ass, they're all trannies. Almost got sodomised and not even on purpose, I never asked for this.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:20:50 No.23173541 >>23173543

>>23173510
For IIH, I suggest libgen (google it), to get a pdf.
For rituals:
http://www.thelemapedia.org/index.php/Magick_in_Theory_%26_Practice#Rituals_of_Thelema
Works of Darkness by Koetting is also a handy book, definitely worth a read, as is Liber Lilith by Tyson.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:22:23 No.23173543 >>23173563

>>23173541
Thank you. Do you have anything for sigil resources like that one Practical Sigils thing someone posted screenshot of pages from in one of the previous threads?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:25:50 No.23173558 >>23173580

>>23173533
It's true they can fuck your ass because they can shapeshift and show up as both genders. they are not locked to a gender.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:26:09 No.23173563

>>23173543
Ehhh, I'd sugest Visual Magick by Fries, as it covers the subject of sigils fairly well. My general method is to focus on a desire or intent, then let my hand produce whatever sigil it deems appropriate, rather like automatic writing. The
reason being, your subconscious is allowed to express that intent through whatever shape is produced as the right sigil for that purpose for you as an individual.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:26:31 No.23173566 >>23173584
File: BE3A15E6-420C-47C2-896A-E(...).jpg (4 KB, 123x123)

>>23173533
sign me up please

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:31:50 No.23173580 >>23173644 >>23173677

>>23173558
They are androgynous, sick fucks. I didn't even ask for this, how long are you all sitting on these threads and meditating for them to come? You can't even start to comprehend my fear and confusion at the moment. Something is
touching me up but nothings there, I can feel pressure being put all over my body, fuck this. I lock myself in the toilet, but I'm shivering like it's minus ten bloody degrees celsius. The hell is this bullshit you know what I mean? Fuck
succubi/incubi and Satan and all the merry lot from hell. Fuck em.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:32:53 No.23173584

>>23173566
Be my guest. Better you than me.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:34:05 No.23173593 >>23173771
File: tenor (8).gif (1003 KB, 498x372)

>sticks finger into nose
>"you do know you're just summoning your own anima and risk
being flipped for it right?"
>eats a booger

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:49:11 No.23173644

>>23173580
I know what you mean. I went through the same thing just calm down fear is useless the can't harm you, if you want to get rid of it just stop listening to those beats and try best as you can to ignore it. this will stop by time.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:53:06 No.23173662

>>23173533
Unironically some will will try, yes.
I keep trying to tell people this, but these "succubi" generally do not have an intrinsic gender. They are just sentient beings of sex energy that appear in whatever form your unconscious psyche will find sexually attractive. 
Yet they will experiment with things they think you might potentially enjoy, such as anal. If it's not your cup of tea, just let them know.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)18:56:33 No.23173677

>>23173580
lucky. id love to be a enthralled plaything

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)19:32:40 No.23173771 >>23173779 >>23173818 >>23174239 >>23188578

>>23173593
Been wondering about this myself. My understanding of many hauntings such as poltergeists for instance is that they are psychokinetic manifestations from people who are having issues of one sort or another. For instance, most
poltergeist activity happens around teens going through puberty, and women going through menopause. It is clear that hormonal imbalance plays a part.

It leads me to wonder if many of these "succubi" that anons are summoning are in fact their own higher selves wearing disguises. It certainly explains why so many of them are nurturing and helpful in anon's life.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)19:35:32 No.23173779
File: 1365280430389.gif (245 KB, 400x200)

>>23173771

https://youtu.be/YaZA6ik2ESk [Embed]

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)19:47:16 No.23173818 >>23174061
File: 1559899284903.gif (21 KB, 395x542)

>>23173771
may very well be
but where's the fun in masquerade
without the masks?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)20:54:53 No.23174061 >>23174255

>>23173818
>but where's the fun in masquerade without the masks?
Indeed. I'm inclined to believe that that is the ultimate metaphysical reality of the universe. God in the sand pit with his toys.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)21:26:52 No.23174215 >>23174395

There was this one time I had a really realistic dream where I was seeing a dark skinned woman riding my cock, I could not see her face and I did cum in the dream which felt like any normal nut but waking up, It apparently wasn't a wet
dream as my pants weren't sticky with cum, was all that a succubus?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)21:34:41 No.23174239 >>23174323

>>23173771
So what you're saying is that if I summon a succubus I'm literally fucking myself?

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)21:39:10 No.23174255 >>23174402

>>23174061
pretty much
except the game is boring and everyone is it
but the fact that we are still here means the alternatives are even more boring

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)21:57:40 No.23174323 >>23188578

>>23174239
Short answer:
yes

Long answer:
Yes, but it's a little more complicated. Even if you're fucking another human being, you are ultimately fucking yourself. Given the fractal nature of all reality, we are all branches of branches going back to the ultimate source. To put it in
reverse, the "source" manifests in fragmented parts of itself, and these parts manifest further fragmented parts. At the end of one of these infinite branches is you. And this you is a highly powerful spiritual being that is connected to all
other points of reality in space and time. This "you" manifests your physical body in the most dense and rules-of-physics heavy plane, hence your limited biological capacities. It is for this reason that alternating your level of
consciousness is such a life changing experience, because you are literally experiencing the higher aspects of yourself, all the way up to the source. Reality is a fractal, infinite in all dimensions. Watch Alan Watts, I've been shilling him a
fair bit but he really does an excellent job of illustrating this.

And so, in the case of a succubus, it is entirely possible that one of the branches of the higher you, but still low enough to be part of the distinguishable "you", is manifesting itself as a partner. This branch or branches could be a fragment
of your personality made manifest somewhere along the line.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)22:11:20 No.23174395

>>23174215
Most likely. The realism and lack of fluids upon awakening are a sure sign.

 Anonymous 08/08/19(Thu)22:13:16 No.23174402

>>23174255
That seems like a matter of perspective. The game sure ain't boring to me.

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)01:58:30 No.23175276

>>23155652
I don't have one. I'd like one, though. Ideally, I'd like more than one.

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)02:07:16 No.23175322 >>23175712 >>23188578

Anyone know any by name? Or is the power of a name too strong for them to give it to you?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)03:35:57 No.23175712 >>23176178

>>23175322
There are four with me and I know them each by their name. It is not wise to give out names to others though, for their privacy.

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)04:58:20 No.23176178 >>23179569

>>23175712
May I ask how did you got 4 of them? Did they all came by at the same time?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)06:37:06 No.23176527 >>23176893
File: Object.jpg (90 KB, 900x637)

yeah succubi are nice and all but
what about..

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)08:29:18 No.23176893

>>23176527
any hole is a goal...

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)11:31:46 No.23177703

>>23153341 (OP)
how the fuck do i summon one?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)14:39:25 No.23178583 >>23179069

>>23153574
If they give equally good succ, does it really matter?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)16:39:08 No.23179069

>>23178583
No, but I kind of want to know what I am dealing with if it's not a succubus

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)16:44:37 No.23179092 >>23179238

Do you guys think it's a good idea if I listen to dreamgasm while on acid?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)17:13:34 No.23179238 >>23179481

>>23179092
depends, I know personally the dreamgasm vids sound creepy to me so I wouldn't do it, but your milage may vary

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)17:56:17 No.23179481

>>23179238
It sounds weird and make me feel weird, but nothing scary. I can always just stop the vid if I am really not feeling it

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)18:12:49 No.23179535
File: 1539215700113.jpg (30 KB, 568x454)

>tfw no incubus bf

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)18:32:17 No.23179569 >>23179636 >>23179746
File: 1557993904070.jpg (46 KB, 714x577)

>>23176178
I'll use the first letters of their names to keep things private 

>Started out with one, her name is K 
>Communicated with her often through pendulums and dousing boards 
>One night I ask her "Do you know of any particularly powerful succubi, and if so, would you be willing to
invite her to join us?"

>She answers "yes" 
>A few minutes later I ask her if she was able to find anyone, she answers yes again 
>I hear a loud voice in my head say "She goes by A" (I later find out that she is a queen succubus). 
>A few weeks go by of K and A being with me
>One night I notice some strange presence unlike their own lurking around 
>I ask A if she invited one of her friends to join us 
>She says yes, I call out to the visiting succubus and ask her to spell out her name for me, it begins with C
>A few more weeks go by and one night I decide to listen to a dreamgasm video to strengthen my connection to them 
>During the video I detect another presence join in
>Once again, I reach out to her, and ask her for her name, it also begins with A

So in total I have K, A, C, and A2 with me.

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)18:53:26 No.23179636 >>23179757

>>23179569
How well do they manifest?
What are your sexual experiences with them like?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)19:35:21 No.23179746 >>23179757

>>23179569
What did you do to have K? Letter, dreamgasm or something else?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)19:40:55 No.23179757 >>23179799
File: 1563722374211.jpg (104 KB, 767x768)

>>23179636
They mostly manifest in the form of touches and other physical sensation. Whenever I sit down I can feel them leaning against me (its kind of like a very light weight body leaning against you.) Additionally, I hear
them making clicking/bumping sounds on my walls/ceiling when they are nearby. Occasionally I'll see shadow figures and/or orbs of light. Sexually, they are capable of bringing extreme pleasure, the kind of pleasure
that is so intense that you need to stop everything you're doing because its so overwhelming. They visit me often in dreams, presenting themselves as beautiful women, although they all have their own unique
appearance that they stick to. 

>>23179746
K came to me a few days after I performed the letter method ritual.

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)20:00:22 No.23179799

>>23179757
How did K manifested her presence when she first met you?

 Anonymous 08/09/19(Fri)22:04:53 No.23180277

bump

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)03:13:02 No.23181396 >>23181671 >>23188578

Anyone know some good blogs about succubi that are still active? I remember some of the old threads had a list of blogs in the OP, but half of those appear to be gone now.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)04:47:21 No.23181671

>>23181396
https://alchemybyfire.wordpress.com/links/

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)08:25:00 No.23182319 >>23182410
File: SUCC.jpg (9 KB, 225x225)

Has anyone tried binding their succ to an object? I've tried it, but rather with intuitive ritual than spelled out stuff I find online. The intention is the same, however

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)08:53:12 No.23182410 >>23182788

>>23182319
there was discussion about this a thread or two ago, personally I don't see why I would want to do that but then again I didn't really read up on it so don't know the pros and and cons

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:16:57 No.23182788 >>23182803
File: Freya_by_Penrose.jpg (615 KB, 544x966)

>>23182410
How far into your practice are you right now? I've been at this for a while now and I feel exhausted during the daytime a lot, and I figured that binding it would somehow grant a bit more of a precise energy flow, rather than completely
draining me, and supposedly herself.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:20:01 No.23182803 >>23182823 >>23182955

>>23182788
oh yes, before I had my spooky experience I was fine, the days after I feel so tired, not even sleeping in everyday helps, I need to figure out a better plan like another anon had in here as I don't know how to repair it other than waiting it
out which takes too long

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:24:33 No.23182823 >>23182835
File: 1537573034022.jpg (156 KB, 849x1006)

>>23182803
Yeah I've done this for long enough to kinda know it won't just fix itself. This entity is now used to being fed off of our strong sexual energies, and like a begging pet or a hobo, it'll keep feeding unless some
change is made. 

Hence my attempt at binding, because I don't necessarily want to not feed my "pets", yet I want control of my own pantry, let's say
if any anon has advice, I'd be delighted to hear it

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:26:50 No.23182835

>>23182823
Ah right I get what you mean, it hasn't happened to me long enough to be a huge issue so hopefully I can work something out as they seem to be quite respectful to me as far as other things are concerned, otherwise I'll have to look for
other methods to fix this

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:53:29 No.23182955 >>23182976 >>23183041 >>23185949

>>23182803
I find qigong to help with the energy drain issue. You need a yin style qigong and a yang style qigong, my yin style is xisuijing and my yang style is yijinjing. Now, what you should also understand is not that you're being drained or fed off
per se, what's actually happening is you're being converted to the same manner of existence they are. They're transferring your energy generation and distribution to your intangible side, your spirit, so your meatsuit feels weaker and
drained. Put simply, they're 'turning' you, like one would get 'turned' by a pop culture vampire. I'm not saying this to frighten you away from them, but so you understand and can make an informed decision whether you want to accept it
and continue on like I have, or, whether you want to stop it.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)10:57:38 No.23182976

>>23182955
I'm not "worried" as such since so far there hasn't been side effects tiger than just feeling realllly tired, moment that changes for the worst I'll be concerned, and thanks someone told me about these excerices but I forgot so I'll read up on
them

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:07:49 No.23183041 >>23183119
File: 1529234488762.jpg (1.46 MB, 1264x1997)

>>23182955
Interesting. Can you elaborate what this entails, I presume it means our energy signatures are matching up? Or is there a more malicious thing playing out, along the analogous lines of
losing ones soul.

And how does qigong play into this? I know as much of the practice, how it's the skill of directing your own flow of energy and stuff

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:24:15 No.23183119 >>23183142 >>23183144 >>23185949

>>23183041
It's not done maliciously, they're doing it because they want to fully share themselves with you, and they feel that you want to share yourself with them. Dwelling in a corporeal form keeps you separated, rather like living in a separate
apartment building across town. They're inviting you to move in with them, basically. Even once you transform, you don't lose your soul, it's just that your spiritual signature changes.
As for qigong, it's about balancing out the energies so the process is less taxing and more harmonious, so that you can enjoy it. The reason to use it is it allows you to taper your energies to the bodyself while increasing your overall
standing power, so to speak. Basically, spiritual level grinding and assigning those stat points where you see fit.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:30:11 No.23183142 >>23183189
File: 1449434414835.jpg (993 KB, 1768x3000)

>>23183119
Your two single posts actually answered months worth of pondering. Thanks anon. Got any reccs on qigong practice
instructions?

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:30:34 No.23183144 >>23183209
File: 1564153350444.png (26 KB, 253x248)

>>23183119
Makes sense, though how does that work when you "finish" converting? Will after a long time you just return to not feeling tired anymore and still be converted to their signature or is the issue here when that
happens things are gonna go worse if you don't prepare yourself?

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:39:41 No.23183189 >>23185949

>>23183142
I'd suggest Astral Dynamics by Robert Bruce, it has solid energy manipulation exercises. Also I'd suggest "Qigong, The Secret of Youth: Da Mo's Muscle/Tendon Changing and Brain/Marrow Washing Classics" by Yang Jwing-Ming. The
yijinjing postures and movements you can find demos of on youtube, other styles of yang qigong I'd consider are tiet sin kuen and good old baduanjin. A parting word of advice, breath in while moving, breath out when in a fixed position,
and always start with left side first, as it is traditionally assigned to the receptive or yin side, you draw in, then you push out to shape with the right. Other suggested reading materials are Flower Ornament Scripture, Book of Balance and
Harmony, Practical Taoism, Opening the Dragon Gate, and Art of War by Thomas Cleary.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)11:45:32 No.23183209 >>23183317 >>23185949

>>23183144
You go back to normal, you're not tired anymore from it, and you're stably locked in to their signature. It's not so much that things go worse, but more that things go inefficiently. Without you helping the process on your end, it's like them
winching a car on to the back of a flatbed truck while that car has its parking brake on. There are subtle changes, your perspectives may end up changing, you may be more or less sensitive to certain stimuli. You gong through self
initiated mental and energetic changes via meditation and qigong is like taking the parking brake off and giving them a hand while you smoke a cigarette and bullshit while what's happening finishes running its course.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)12:05:30 No.23183317

>>23183209
Ah cheers, thanks for the info I'll read up on this

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:25:40 No.23183711

Like, dream world or real world?

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:28:22 No.23183727 >>23183746 >>23188578

>>23153341 (OP)
How do I become a succubus?

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:32:02 No.23183740

>>23153823
When shits starts moving around by itself install CCTV and publish memes

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:33:31 No.23183743

>>23153842
Yet to see anyone manifest even a grain of sand, just a bunch of schizos with overactive nervous systems.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:34:33 No.23183746

>>23183727
Succubus collective only method seen mentioned in these threads

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:35:38 No.23183750
File: 3b395615d8d8d2a717984cade(...).png (39 KB, 125x123)

>>23161896
May be a metaphor for gut
bacteria. Eat more fibers.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)13:44:21 No.23183805

>>23168829
You won't be able to discern it if it is for business reasons. How refined is your definition of partnership? (Don't answer.)

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)16:58:54 No.23184786

>>23153608
>tfw no obsessive succ gf

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)17:03:54 No.23184806 >>23184811 >>23186021 >>23187005

When you have sex with a succubus, do you physically feel everything? How could you describe your experience?

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)17:05:01 No.23184811

>>23184806
I felt "energy" I guess, a sorta of rippling and melding, kinda weird to describe, sorta like being stimulated everywhere, and on some occasions a chill

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)19:46:08 No.23185504 >>23185656

How do I summon a succubus

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)20:26:05 No.23185656

>>23185504
Clean bedroom top to bottom, take a nice shower and gussy yourself up like it's a date, scatter rose petals on bed, blackout the room as much as possible then light 4 red candles and set them by the corners of your bed, light some rose
or lotus incense, sit on bed in half lotus or full lotus position, clear mind and visualize the seal of Lilith in glowing indigo flame, repeat following enn "Renich Viasa Avage Lillith Lirach" for 12 sets of 108 recitations (mala beads will help
with this), while chanting and visualizing maintain thoughts of wanting to become a partner to one of Her children and seeking Her guidance in doing so, once finished, conclude by saying "Le-Olahm Amen", finally, thank Lilith for hearing
your call and answering in whatever manner She sees fit. Do this every day for nine days.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)21:28:14 No.23185949

>>23182955
>>23183119
>>23183189
>>23183209
Not the same anon, but cheers for the info.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)21:41:25 No.23186021

>>23184806
Different people with different levels of connection will feel different things.

At the lower end, you will feel tingles and warmth on parts of your body.
With higher connection, you will feel waves of explainable pleasure wash up and down our body without having to do anything. You'll be laying there for hours on end feeling like you're getting closer and closer to the best orgasm of your
life, all the while feeling an overwhelming sense of love and connection. It won't stop until you tell her to. You can cum, but you have to let her know you want to.
At higher levels of connection still (which mainly comes after months of bonding and effort on both parties' part), you will get the former, plus the physical sensation of her making love to you. You will feel her weight pressing down on you,
her skin, her lips, her breath, her tongue in your mouth, everything. You may even likely be able to vaguely see a shadow of her figure in the dark as well.
With enough time, research, effort, and bonding, you may be able to get her to manifest visually enough that you can see her. This is the least common, but certainly doable.

Besides all that, she can easily come to you in dream and fuck you there with little to no effort.

 Anonymous 08/10/19(Sat)23:09:19 No.23186369 >>23187445

i want to be a woman :(

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)02:27:21 No.23187005

>>23184806
its complicated 
at first during your first time together you will prob feel a lot of stuff
later on this will die out to push you into actually doing some work in order to open your third eye

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)02:46:53 No.23187057

So I just tried the dreamgasm videos 1 to 3, it was really lackluster, numero uno was the most scary for me the weird kinda pig noises put me off and the binaural beats were annoying too, I fall slepp on it but I wasn't very aroused

The second one didn'g have had a more clear voice of the girls but it annoyed md too near the end and I started hearing the infamous number 3

Which was really a deception, those warped voices weren't hot and killed any boner I could have, half of the time I couldn't make out what they were saying.
I didn't use any meditation or shit, my respiration was calmed on all of the videos, for protection I used a collar that my mom gave me that I don't really know if works, my childhood blanket to cover my face from spooky shit ( I did see
under it from time to time and one space marine that was keeping watch, there's also a crucifix on top of my bed, tomorrow I'll try the last 2 videos but I don have high hopes

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)05:11:33 No.23187434

>>23153418
>People who have experienced anything are mentally ill and need medication.
Well that would include you, since you experienced typing that post.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)05:14:29 No.23187445

>>23186369
Cut your dick off like all the other discord trannies.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)09:59:24 No.23188423 >>23191718

Daily Reminder: Fix and enjoy a romantic snackrifice for and with your special spirit ladies. It doesn't have to be five star fancy, it could be plain old ramen, just fix it and eat it with tender loving care while offering the sensory input to them
as a gift of love and comfies.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)10:07:46 No.23188442 >>23188578

>>23153341 (OP)
Succubuses are awful, they are disgusting to me and act like thots. Fuck them, not literally. Don't ever summon succubuses.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)10:32:08 No.23188544

>>23153418
>Stupidity the post
>>23153432
yeah imagine believing books that all they wanted to do historically is to supress sexuality in order to control the masses
>>23153606
>Demons can give schizophrenia and other mental and physical imbalances and disorders

not really its a byproduct of being around of beings that your body isnt in tune with 
if your third eye opens and you star hearing shit and seeing shit out of blue most people cant handle it because they simply dont know what that is
>>23155017
first thing first 
people dont even begin to realise how many sacrifices they do in order to be with us
humans arent really their first choice 
we simply cannot provide them with any meaningfull energy level what so ever
second of all because if that fact they choose to stay with the man they care about because well they actually care about him 
they arent exactly popular to stick with humans you know 
>>23158927
good luck
>>23161414
nothing is EASY and plus there is no way to tell when or what it will open first
>>23166972
thats the thing
it will never be fast paced 
like never 
it can be if you strike a deal with a god/goddess but im not so sure people are ready to face the conciquences if they dont honor their part
>>23167566
there are succubis and succubis 
tl dr the older their are the more powerfull they are 
>>23168767
humans were created by the blood king our souls are immortal theirs is not so the kids you might have with her will continue down your mutual lineage into the human world creating more spiritural driven beings on both sides
>>23168829
thats up to you and her
>>23173533
they take the form you find most attractive
so i guess this is pretty telling about you 
not that its bad im a degenerate as far as it goes and in the astral being a guy or a woman it does not matter one bit

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)10:40:27 No.23188578

>>23173771
>Been wondering about this myself. My understanding of many hauntings such as poltergeists for instance is that they are psychokinetic manifestations from people who are having issues of one sort or another

it can be A LOT OF STUFFS
from literal parasites that latch on your chakras and make you go crazy
to actual past enemies of past lifes that haunts you down 
>>23174323
>Yes, but it's a little more complicated. Even if you're fucking another human being, you are ultimately fucking yourself. Given the fractal nature of all reality, we are all branches of branches going back to the ultimate source

you cant be more wrong than this the human race that survived after toba erruption was down to almost 30.000 people this is why incest is not allowed out dna hasnt being diverse enough 
having said that incest is pretty common in natural in general mainly because you know they wont suffer dna mutilation 
>>23175322
their real names are given only to those they trust 
you can pretty much bind her with her real name
>>23181396
most of the first blogs that got created after the recent wave of succubi has been deleted 
most of them are now active in BALG forum about love and sex few of us meet some times in flambeu noir too
>>23183727
doubtfull you will become one considering you need to marry be loyal and loving and then actually sign the bond and having to go through the soul transformation to go almost dark ..
>>23188442
who cares what you think

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)10:46:03 No.23188605 >>23188624

I don't know.. this feels a lot like playing with fire.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)10:48:43 No.23188624

>>23188605
the dark path is the most dangerous and rewarding path 
this is the absolute truth if you manage to keep your shit together during your journey you are a winner

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:03:45 No.23188688 >>23188821 >>23188910

Does it matter if I do the letter method during the day instead of the night?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:30:27 No.23188821

>>23188688
Not realllly, buuuut, if doing it at night gets you more in the mood of what you're wanting to do it will help, or if doing it in the day helps, then do that. See, it's kinda like all the rituals and ceremonies and shit, it's theatrics to get you in the
right state of mind to boost your will and focus your intent.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:35:10 No.23188844 >>23188915
File: kjb.png (1006 KB, 633x897)

I just want a succubus to completly emotionally drain me and suck out every ounce of energy I have so I can feel like I have a wife again.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:45:33 No.23188910

>>23188688
around 3 am is the "magical" hours

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:47:43 No.23188915 >>23188928
File: Screen Shot 2016-07-26 at 10.jpg (110 KB, 1600x867)

>>23188844
Careful

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:48:56 No.23188918 >>23191967

i wonder, can succubi take a bigger amount of energy in trade for meeting my live in a dream or whatever state u succubi people experiance because i wouldn't mind if it could help meet up to my love sooner

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)11:50:50 No.23188928 >>23191967

>>23188915
Careful ? 

There seems to be nothing worthy of being careful about. 

I honestly don't see how a succubus can do more damage than an actual woman...

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)12:05:23 No.23188988 >>23191760 >>23191967

>>23153341 (OP)
Doesn‘t Lilith kill children still?
Exactly how mad are they?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)14:09:42 No.23189622 >>23189652 >>23191761 >>23191967

Do succubus often marry their lover?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)14:14:08 No.23189652 >>23191967

>>23189622
Some do, depends what is your definition or marriage, if being together even after death then yeah sure why not loads of people claim they have that

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)14:23:28 No.23189702 >>23190664 >>23191788

How do i check to see if i have a succ by my side?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)15:10:24 No.23189865

>>23172321
try a spirit box then

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)15:13:06 No.23189885

>>23173494
will you hurt me?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)17:55:26 No.23190664

>>23189702
Meditate and observe the energies in and around you.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)18:39:27 No.23190890 >>23191655
File: 440px-Anchor_types.jpg (33 KB, 440x312)

Have any of you tried the lesaile method?
it's pretty similar to the letter method
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bz-KmaKZn5rlb0pjR2k4T2o2YWc/edit

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)21:10:16 No.23191655

>>23190890
Can't say that I have, but thank you for sharing this magikal tech. :3

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)21:25:42 No.23191718 >>23191913

>>23188423
Indeed. Give them a food offering and spend some time with them.
Make sure it is any food you would give a girlfriend, ie. something sweet like chocolate or icecream.
Other traditional and highly suggested offerings include wine, milk, honey, fruit, and nuts.
Do NOT eat the offerings yourself. You can share a portion with them, but their share must be their share. Afterward, discard their offerings respectfully.

Don't just treat them as a sex toy, to be used during the night then put away. Spend some tender time with them. Your reward for the effort will be 1000 fold.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)21:37:47 No.23191760

>>23188988
Folklore should always be scrutinized and held up to the lense of personal judgement. Remember that the people who made up these stories lived in dark and dangerous times, in a secular sense. Their ways of understanding the
supernatural was a reflection of the way in which they understood the world around them. In other words: unknown, scary, and dangerous. Don't blame them for this, they were a product of their time and any one of us would be the same
in their shoes.

Lilith, and pretty much any other deities, have been attributed the best and worst attributes by humans at one point or another. To some, she is an evil hag that will steal your soul. To others, she is a wise and loving mother.
Ultimately, the best judge is you. We are living in the age of the internet. You can read sources for anything nowadays and weigh up the information yourself.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)21:42:36 No.23191761

>>23189622
Historically, yes. In fact it was common across culture and history. Even today the practice persists in tribal societies and any other societies where direct spirit communication is normal.
I'm more talking about spirit lovers in general though. In fact I'm inclined to believe that all of the "succubi" that anons have been talking about here are varieties of different beings entirely.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)22:09:03 No.23191788

>>23189702
The easiest way is to sit comfortably in a quiet place and relax. When you are ready call out to her by saying something like "if there is a succubus with me now, please give me a sign". Wait and observe closely.

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)22:45:17 No.23191913

>>23191718
May I ask how do you respectfully discard an offering?

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)22:56:21 No.23191967

>>23188918
what a great idea anon try it and let us know 
>>23188928
if you think about physical damage then no they can still fucking hurt you if they so wish
if you think about mental damage then hell no they can drive you insane in a matter of days 
forcing you to see nightmares to wake up in the middle of the night
or giving you boners that wont let you sleep at all
or whisper shit on your ears for you to suicide 
>>23188988
maybe if we get past the bullshit that is written on books by humans we might actually start seeing the bigger picture
>>23189622
it depends 
>>23189652
marriage for them is some that goes much much deeper than what you think as marriage 
its a bond of souls an exchange of spirit

 Anonymous 08/11/19(Sun)23:45:23 No.23192195

>>23153341 (OP)
>>23153368
are succubi always bad? Can they be good or is that counter to waht they are?
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